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Presentation Objective - Propose a remedy to comment i-69 
regarding VOn min error in Table 104-6
• Comment i-69:

Subclause 104.5.6.1 'PD input voltage' states 
that 'Once the PD is turned on, the PD may 
remain on in the input voltage range less than 
VOn min but greater than VOff.'. Based on this I 
suspect that there may be an error for the 
unregulated (sic) 24 V class values in Table 
104-6 for VOn min (item 4d) which is 17.8 V and 
VOff (item 5d) which is 19.5 V. For this class, 
unlike all others, the VOn min is lower that the 
VOff value, hence there is no range where VOn
min is greater than VOff.

These 
values 
conflict
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104.5.6.1 PD input voltage

The PD shall remain off until the input voltage reaches a value in the range of 
VOn, as specified in Table 104–6, after a delay greater than Tpower_dly. Once the 
PD is turned on, the PD may remain on in the input voltage range less than 
VOn min but greater than VOff. When the input voltage is less than VOff min, as 
specified in Table 104–6, the PD shall be turned off. 
The PD shall turn on or off without startup oscillation and within the first trial 
when a voltage in the range of VPSE (as defined in Table 104–1) is applied with 
a series resistance within the range of valid channel resistance.
The PD shall operate in the PD_SLEEP state with an input voltage greater 
than VSleep_PD min as specified in Table 104–6.
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Proposed Remedy

• Delete the VOn min specifications from Table 104-6 for all PD classes
• Specifying VOn min unnecessarily limits implementations since there is already a requirement that the 

PD startup without oscillation and within the first trial for any valid load condition

• Change 104.5.6.1 as follows:
The PD shall remain off until the input voltage reaches a value in the range of VOn, as specified in Table 
104–6, after a delay greater than Tpower_dly. Once the PD is turned on, the PD may remain on in the input 
voltage range less than VOn min but greater than VOff. When the input voltage is less than VOff min, as 
specified in Table 104–6, the PD shall be turned off.
The PD shall turn on at a voltage less than or equal to VOn max and with a delay greater than Tpower_dly
min. After the PD turns on, the PD shall stay on over the range from VPD min to VPSE max. The PD shall 
turn off at a voltage in the range of  VPD min to VOff min. Table 104-1 defines the values for VPD min and 
VPSE max. Table 104-6 defines the values for VOn, Tpower_dly, and VOff.
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Questions?
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Annex A – D3.0 Table 104-1
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